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WHAT’S NEW
WE’RE BACK IN THE GYM

CCEVA ran the first two sanctioned events of the season in 
February, with a Presidents Day Tournament (14s & 16s) in 
Lakeview on February 13-15, followed by the 18s Bid 

Tournament in the same location the following weekend.  CEVA 
also ran a 12s & 16s Friendship Tournament in Albany on 

March 7th.  

The feeling The feeling of being back to a bit of normal is joyous.  We were 
excited to welcome teams back in a safe and enjoyable 

atmosphere.  

OJVA 18-1, NPJ 18-1 EARN NATIONAL BIDS

The fiThe first two national championships bids of the 2021 season 
went to OJVA 18-1 Gold and NPJ 18-1 Forefront, who both 
earned berths to nationals at the CEVA 18s Bid Tournament on 
February 20-21.  OJVA defeated NPJ in two sets in the 

championship match to earn the National Division Bid, while 
NPJ earned the American Division Bid by finishing second.  

Excel NW 18-1 Rox and Athena 18-1 Gold finished 3rd and 4th, 
respectirespectively.

GET A JUMP ON BUILDING ROSTERS

If your club has yet to build rosters in SportsEngine, start thinking about when you’re going to do that.  
We realize many clubs may still have not had tryouts, or only had them on a limited basis.  However, 
clubs can still ensure their SportsEngine accounts are paired with their AES accounts, and can start at 
least building the framework for teams in the system.  Our website has numerous “help” resources 

available on this topic, and you can always reach out to our staff with any questions.  
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#VTC SCHOLARSHIPS AWARDED

CCEVA is proud to announce that in February, we distributed awards 
for the second year from the #VolleyTheChange Scholarship Fund.  
This fund is meant to help student-athletes from an ethnic minority, 
players of color, players who identify as members of the LGBTQ 
community, or those who have other barriers to entry.  We look 
forward to investing in ways to grow this fund for 2022 so we can 

help more student-athletes as we return to the gym. 

HHAVE YOU SEEN THE #VTC WEBSITE?

CEVA continues to be a leader in USA Volleyball when it comes to 
Diversity & Inclusion, and we took another step recently with the 
launch of our #VTC website - www.volleythechange.org.  Take a 

minute to browse through the educational material on the site, share 
it with your club members or teammates.

CEVA Continues 
Partnership With 

Portland Expo Center
CEVA currently has 8 
courts set up at the 
Portland Expo Center, 
which has allowed clubs 
to practice and conduct 
clinics in the facility.  The 
region is currently in 
discussions with PECdiscussions with PEC’s 
administration to 

determine how we may 
be able to continue to 
have courts accessible to 
the community through 
the end of the season.  
WWe thank Expo for their 
partnership, flexibility, 
and hospitality.
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